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QUESTION 1

Which of the following demonstrates that a company\\'s risk management process is successful? 

A. Projects deemed too risky are given additional time. 

B. The number of identified risks has decreased. 

C. Profitability has increased due to the risk management process. 

D. Additional resources were added to complete the project faster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the project manager of the GGG project. You have completed the risk identification process for the initial
phases of your project. As you begin to document the risk events in the risk register what additional information can you
associate with the identified risk events? 

A. Risk potential responses 

B. Risk schedule 

C. Risk owner 

D. Risk cost 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are the project manager of the GHG project. You are preparing for the quantitative risk analysis process. You are
using organizational process assets to help you complete the quantitative risk analysis process. Which one of the
following is NOT a valid reason to utilize organizational process assets as a part of the quantitative risk analysis
process? 

A. You will use organizational process assets for risk databases that may be available from industry sources. 

B. You will use organizational process assets for studies of similar projects by risk specialists. 

C. You will use organizational process assets to determine costs of all risks events within the current project. 

D. You will use organizational process assets for information from prior similar projects. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your project uses a piece of equipment that if the temperature of the machine goes above 450 degree Fahrenheit the
machine will overheat and have to be shut down for 48 hours. Should this machine overheat even once it will delay the
project\\'s end date. You work with your project to create a response that should the temperature of the machine reach
430, the machine will be paused for at least an hour to cool it down. The temperature of 430 is called what? 

A. Risk response 

B. Risk event 

C. Risk trigger 

D. Risk identification 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The sponsor hires a program manager as a consultant to evaluate a change program currently underway. The leading
program manager tells the consultant that the program, currently in the execution phase, is in good standing, and
detailed plans are available for review. The consultant reviews the project documentation and talks to the stakeholders,
finding the opposite to be true. The project must be in recovery mode to get it back on track, and its still in the planning
phase. There is low morale among the team members, the meetings are poorly managed, the detailed schedule has
gaps, the risk register has not been updated for months, communications and detailed resource plans do not exist, and
contract negotiations with a key vendor are behind schedule for critical deliverables. 

What is the first course of action the program manager should take based on the current state? 

A. Cancel or put the project on hold, and hire a new program manager. 

B. Assess the risk management plan and adjust it accordingly to accommodate the gaps. 

C. Continue the project and create the project documentation that is missing. 

D. Meet with the project sponsor to report current findings, review current risk management plan and develop a
corrective course of action. 

Correct Answer: D 
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